Qualified Specialist
Roles
In order to fill certain team roles on missions, members must pass a qualification test,
demonstrating proficiency with the techniques and procedures utilised by that role. These
documents outline each role and what members need to know in order to pass qualification.
Advanced Medical (Combat Medic)
Subject 1 (Team Leader)
Joint Terminal Attack Controller (JTAC)
Reconnaissance/Sniping (Scout)
Rotary and Fixed Wing Qualifcation (Pilot)
WST Training

Advanced Medical (Combat
Medic)
Outline
Combat Medics need to be confident with Advanced Medical treatment - able to assess casualties
within a reasonable timeframe, determine what treatment will be required, and how long that
treatment is likely to take. Combat Medics should also be able to handle mass casualty situations
and know how to triage and prioritize in order to maximize lives saved and section combat
effectiveness. This document is here to outline the test criteria and explain advanced medical
tactics and item functions.
Before taking these tests, a prospective Combat Medic should be intimately familiar with the
contents of the Medical Treatment SOP.

Test 1 - one heavily wounded casualty
Qualification criteria:
Determine what to start treating (~10 seconds)
Accurately follow Advanced Medical SOP
Estimate time until the casualty is green (ballpark, to within 1 minute)

Test 2 - twelve randomly wounded
casualties (one leader)
Qualification criteria:
Triage casualties and determine the order of treatment (~120 seconds)
Prioritize getting leader conscious (leader must survive)

Estimate time until all casualties are green (ballpark, to within 3 minutes)
Save at least eight of the twelve casualties

Subject 1 (Team Leader)
Outline
This document is a comprehensive overview of the subject matter of Subject 1 training, covering
the theory and practice of team leadership - both at a fire team level as well as section command.
Starting with the theory of the team leader's role in a functional infantry detachment, proceeding
to cover practical advanced radio configuration and basic formal RATEL, how to receive and give
orders, practical tips to guide the team leader's decision-making process, explanation of some
basic tactics (including vehicle usage, especially in a convoy), and finishing by establishing some
basic Tactical Exercises Without Troops (TEWTs).
To ensure you can properly lead your fire team or section, you will need to ensure that you know
and understand all of the following information presented within this course. Note however that
under no circumstances will this course make you a good leader - it simply contains the knowledge
required to fill the role. Effective application of these skills cannot be taught, it can only be
developed through practice.
This document is not a replacement for participating in a Subject 1 training course, but can be
considered supplemental material, as much of the value of Subject 1 training comes from
interactive exercises and the ability of instructors to tailor the course to suit the candidates and
answer any questions they might have.

Responsibilities and Expectations
Directing soldiers
A leader's job within a detachment is to provide direction, typically to a fire team of four soldiers or
a section of two fire teams. A leader's ability to direct their soldiers effectively can be the deciding

factor in whether or not their detachment can complete its objectives effectively. Leaders are
ultimately responsible for all of the soldiers under their command - not only ensuring their safety
as practically as possible, but also ensuring their effectiveness in a firefight or whatever tasking
might be at hand.

Information flow
A leader is a critical piece of the organizational backbone of a detachment. They are responsible
for information flow, both up and down the chain of command. Leaders must be able to gather
information from the front line, or from their subordinates, and pass up information relevant to
higher levels of command. Leaders must also gather information from their commander and their
fellow leaders as applicable, ensuring that soldiers under their command are aware of everything
that could help them carry out their tasking moment-to-moment.

Soft skills
In summary, leadership involves processing, filtering, and acting on a large variety of information
coming from all directions, and effectively communicating that information to the people who need
it. This role benefits most from strong tactical analysis skills, quick decision-making, confident
dissemination of orders, and constant awareness of the unfolding situation.

Responsibility to community
Finally, those who step up to the task of leadership are seen as representatives and authorities
within the unit. This creates a unique responsibility for in-game team leaders - a responsibility to
the CJTF community. For the duration of their leadership, leaders are expected to uphold the
values of CJTF, ensuring that all members are being treated fairly and with due respect, and that
no members are being disruptive of other people's time and efforts.

Leaders must strive to be exemplars of the community and set an example by which we would
hope all members of CJTF would cleave to. They must handle incidents gracefully, preventing
issues from occurring wherever possible, and they will have the support of the unit Staff to resolve
issues whenever they arise.

Radios and Communication
Team leaders are expected to listen and be able to transmit on two radio frequencies - their
section's net, as well as the platoon net. It is strongly recommended that these frequencies are set
to different ears. While section commanders will be communicating on both frequently, fire team
leaders will only be transmitting on section net unless the section commander is incapacitated.

Configuring TFAR
Setting up a primary and alternate frequency is a fairly straightforward process. TFAR radios have
a number switchable channels, with each channel able to be set to a single frequency. One
channel is always selected, and transmitting on the selected channel is done with the Caps Lock
key by default. A second channel can be set as a sticky "additional" channel, and transmitting on
the additional is done with the T key by default.
The following process outlines how to configure your section net on your left ear as primary on
channel 1, and platoon net on your right ear as additional on channel 2.
1. Open your radio configuration with Ctrl + P
2. Press Numpad 1 to set the radio to channel 1
3. Select the frequency on the display of the radio and enter your section freq (e.g. 41.1 for
Alpha)
4. Click the ENT key on the radio button pad to set the channel frequency
5. Press Numpad 2 to set the radio to channel 2
6. Select the frequency on the display of the radio and enter your platoon freq (e.g. 41 flat)
7. Click the ENT key on the radio button pad to set the channel frequency

8. Press Esc to close the radio configuration
9. Press Ctrl + Right Arrow to set channel 2 stereo mode to right ear
10. Press Numpad 1 to set the radio to channel 1
11. Press Ctrl + Left Arrow to set channel 1 stereo mode to left ear
Your radio should now be configured with channel 1 selected and channel 2 additional.
Once configured, be sure to do radio checks on both nets (e.g. press Caps Lock and transmit
"radio check, 41.1", wait for response e.g. "loud and clear", repeat for platoon net).

Semi-Formal RATEL
When transmitting on platoon net, it is critical that the basics of formal RATEL are observed. A
detailed explanation of formal RATEL in CJTF can be found in the SOP document,
Formal Radio Telecommunications (RATEL). When you broadcast on platoon net, you are
transmitting to other leaders who are likely to be exceptionally busy, on a frequency that
frequently bears incredibly important or time-sensitive information between elements.
Therefore, without exception, you must always do the following:

Start every transmission by declaring recipient, then
sender
The first words out of your mouth when transmitting on platoon net should be the call sign of the
element you're sending the message to. Immediately after you should declare your own call sign.
Almost every single transmission should contain this information, regardless of whether you're in
the middle of a conversation, so that other listeners can identify which callsigns are conversing at
any point.
For example: "Sunray, this is Alpha, we're assaulting the red zone now."
This can sometimes be dropped for very quick or urgent responses in the middle of a conversation.

Start every conversation by waving the recipient
Your first transmission should declare the recipient, then sender, then nature of message, and

then end.
"Sunray, this is Alpha, message for you, over."
You cannot guarantee that the recipient is available to converse over platoon net. This is
especially true of platoon command, who will almost never not be in the middle of some
conversation on one of their own radio channels, or in person. It is critically important that you
wave the recipient first, allowing them time to finish what they're doing and respond, or advise
you to wait if they are busy.
Including the nature of your message helps the recipient decide whether to make you wait while
they finish up other tasks. For example: "Sunray, Alpha, urgent request for fire support!" will
probably see Sunray drop what they're doing and ask you for details, wheras "Sunray, this is
Alpha, ready to send SITREP," might see Sunray respond with "Alpha, Sunray, wait one, out,"
indicating they will hail you back later to take that SITREP.
If you wave your recipient and do not receive a reply, it is customary to wait for around ten
seconds and wave them again. If you wave an element three times and hear no response, it is
customary to advise the net by addressing the recipient, for example, "Sunray, this is Alpha,
nothing heard, out". From there you might make your own decisions about what to do with that
fact - if Sunray doesn't respond, for example, even to tell you to wait out, it might be time to take
initiative and ensure Sunray hasn't been overrun and incapacitated.

Be concise, consistent, and use the correct channel
As stated above, platoon net frequently bears incredibly important or time-sensitive information
between command and section elements. That means it is important that your transmissions are
brief, but comprehensive. Waste as little time as possible when transmitting information. Airtime
on platoon net can become exceedingly precious during periods of intense fighting, and delays can
cause casualties. Think about what you need to convey before you key your radio.

Keep in mind, too, that it is incredibly easy to accidentally transmit on the wrong channel; not only
is it not uncommon for new leaders to simply key the wrong channel, but fresh and veteranleaders
alike run into issues when transmitting on one net before immediately transmitting on theother.
Transmit channels can sometimes get "sticky", and you might find yourself accidentallyissuing
orders to your section over the platoon net (frequently met with a chorus of "Check net!").
With that in mind, and especially when switching transmit from one net to another, remember to
wait a second or two before keying the radio again.

Conducting a Firefight
This is an extremely simple take on how to win a firefight, but of all the material in this course, you
would likely be best served by taking away the following two important points to guide all of your
decision making. As you conduct yourself throughout a mission, keep in mind this simple thought
loop: "Am I using terrain effectively? Am I using fire and manoeuvre?" If the answer is "no" at any
stage, start remedying that.

Critical Terrain
The effective use of terrain dictates the outcome of a vast majority of firefights. First, identify the
critical terrain. This might be a ridgeline, or a hill height. It might be some defilade before a
stretch of no-mans-land. It might even be a small compound in the middle of an open field. It
might be a dense patch of forested area on the enemy's flank. Once you know what the critical
terrain is, you can start making decisions on how to utilise it to best defeat the enemy.

Fire & Manoeuvre
This is the duopoly that dictates successful infantry engagements. In every fight, you must
strive to achieve both fire and manoeuvre. Fire without manoeuvre is indecisive. Manoeuvre
without fire is FATAL.
Dedicate part of your team to achieving fire superiority and the other part to aggressing the
enemy. Hill-sitting several hundred meters away from the enemy and taking pot shots until they

stop shooting back will not suffice in most cases. Commit to assaulting them at their position,
wherever that is, and fix them there using your fire element until the job is done.

Leadership Theory
Preserve yourself
The most essential responsibility of any leader is survival. Becoming a casualty at a critical
moment not only deprives your commander or fellow leaders of coordination with your element,
but also deprives your soldiers of direction. This must be avoided at all costs, up to and including
relying on your soldiers to carry out dangerous tasks for you.
Leading from the front is not the best idea. In the world of Arma, leading first means you die first.
Don't fail your soldiers by recklessly putting yourself in harms way and causing them to lose your
leadership. No matter what amount of damage you think you can do on your own, the difference
between a disorganized team and a coordinated one is your most important contribution, not the
rounds you send down scope. Your own personal marksmanship is nothing compared to the
powerful weapon you wield, that is your team. Wasting their potential by depriving them of your
leadership because you were at the front of the charge is simply stupid.

Know your job
Having an absolute understanding of your job is essential. You cannot effectively lead your soldiers
or participate in a cohesive fighting force without first knowing your element's role and what you
are meant to achieve. Ensure you fully understand the commanders intent, and follow it as best
you can to ensure the job gets done.
Knowing your fellow leaders' jobs, and how your tasking fits in with theirs, is also a critical piece of
this puzzle. You can't afford not to understand exactly where the line of your responsibility ends
and another element's starts. If that line shifts, you must remain aware of it. Proper coordination
cannot take place without this awareness.
If you don't understand your job, or don't understand how it relates to other leaders' jobs, ensure
you ask at the earliest opportunity and get yourself educated.

Know the battle space
Where knowing your job means being conscious of where you're going to be, knowing the battle
space means being conscious of where you are right now. More than that, it means knowing where
you are in relation to friendly units, reported enemy contact, and in relation to the availability of
assets (such as ranges of mortar/artillery availability, etc).
Your soldiers will rely on you to provide them with battle space information that is relevant to their
tasking. One obvious example: when having your team cover a sector, you should always strive to
inform them, verbally, about any possible friendly presence crossing that sector, and seek a
readback to confirm they understand. This helps prevent blue-on-blue.
Maintaining good battle space awareness as the mission and situation develop will also inform
your basic decision-making when responding to immediate threats and tasking.

Give clear, concise orders
Giving orders that are brief, comprehensive, and easy to interpret is essential to effective
leadership. The ease with which your soldiers understand your orders directly correlates to how
quickly and effectively they can carry out those orders. Short and sweet is the best way to go.
Thinking about what you're about to say before you start giving the orders is often very useful, as
rambling can defeat effective coordination.
Remember that your soldiers have many things to focus on at the same time. Your job is to direct
that focus, not give them more things to worry about, and when bullets are flying overhead it is
difficult to remember long and complicated orders. Instead of saying, "you need to stand up and
move over to that wall, then from there, you need to provide cover down that road", try something
like "blue team, move right and forward to the wall, cover the road".
Another kind of problematic order is one that requires your soldiers to dedicate significant
attention to interpreting them. For example take the order, "you four, head up to hill height 218
and cover Bravo's push." This is a terrible order for a number of reasons:
Which four, who are you talking to?
Where is hill height 218? How far away is it, in which direction?
Where is Bravo right now? When and where are they pushing?

All of these questions require a soldier to spend valuable time and attention figuring out the
answer, and any single unanswered question will prevent the soldier from carrying out their
tasking. Instead, change it to something like, "Blue team, orient northwest, move 200m up to the
crest. Provide covering fire to the north when you see Bravo moving in from the west to assault
the town."
Soldiers know exactly who you're referring to; blue team.
They can start moving almost immediately because they have a direction straight away.
They know what to do when they get there. No need to check maps, only what they can see.
While the second version is a bit lengthier, it's effectively the same tasking, but results in much
faster action!

Don't be hasty
Operations are not races between elements to get to the objective. Taking your time and making
sure that your men know what to do and when to do it is essential to a successful mission. Undue
haste or panic will cost you and possibly even the mission - slow it down, take your time.
Before sprinting across a road or setting up a road crossing, think about your surroundings. Look
around you, are there buildings behind you that haven't been cleared? Are there windows with a
direct line of sight on your team? Is there a ridgeline that the enemy might use as a base of fire
against you? Which sectors should your soldiers be covering when you cross? Are other elements
available to provide additional cover? Slow it down and think it through.

Exercise tactical patience
Tactical patience is defined as "giving a situation enough time to develop and unfold before trying
to determine its meaning, significance and how to react to it".
While it is true that the sooner you give orders, the sooner your soldiers can act on those orders,
sometimes it is important to wait and see how things are going before committing to a course of
action. Having your flank come under attack by an enemy section does not indicate the bulk of the
attack is coming from that direction, so shifting the majority of your defenses there could be a
critical mistake.

Know your team, task by name
Get to know the people in your team or section. Learn their names and roles. When bullets start
flying, and the virtual shit hits the virtual fan, knowing who your soldiers are and what they do
best is important. When a tank is rolling up and you yell "someone get your AT ready!", you're
virtually guaranteed to have half your team pull out disposable launchers when all you needed
was one rocket. Instead, task by name - "Harry, prep your AT."
There's a few little fun facts of psychology at play here. Firstly, people spend their entire lives
being conditioned to notice and respond to their own name being called. While in a video game
you're likely not using their real name, a similar association exists with names people take for
themselves, such as their username, especially if they have a long history with it or it is
meaningful to them. Make use of that. Secondly, it is important to know and respect the bystander
effect. With the above AT example, you might get more than you wanted, but you also might get
none as everyone sees themselves as a bystander and expects someone else to take care of it.
Tasking by name solves these issue entirely.

Actively allocate manpower
Your commander relies on you to manage your team. When the commander provides your
element with tasking, your job is to focus on exactly where everyone should be and how they
should be doing it. Down to a very immediate local level, you should be prepared and ready to put
your soldiers exactly where you want them to efficiently achieve your goal.
That means calling out a buddy team and putting them on a wall while another buddy team flanks
right. That means telling your medic to stay right next to you and telling your machine gunner to
lie down there and cover that sector. That means when you're taking a compound, don't leave it
up to your soldiers to just sort of figure it out. Put one buddy team on area security and tell one
buddy team to start kicking in doors. Be active in allocating your manpower.

Avoid tunnel vision

In all forms, at all levels, tunnel vision can be extremely harmful to your chances of success. You
might have a clear directive you're tasked to deal with, with clear boundaries, but that doesn't
mean you can ignore the surroundings or the rest of the battle space.
Keep in mind that you're not the only one you have to guard against tunnel vision. Your soldiers
will likely suffer from this, too, getting absorbed in firefights as their focus is drawn exclusively to
the enemy and shooting. Your job is to keep their surroundings in mind as well!
Another form of tunnel vision involves "contact magnetism" - a phenomenon where, without clear
direction, soldiers may abandon their sectors in order to orient to the direction of contact. You'll
notice this when you see all 8 section members lined up against the same low wall, pointing in the
same direction where fire came in last. You must combat this behaviour whenever it appears.
Being proactive is best - for example, when setting into a defensive position, actively allocate
manpower. Tell individuals to cover specific sectors, and then set another team as your "flying
party", the group that responds to wherever the contact is greatest. You cannot afford to have
your soldiers abandon sectors.

Take the initiative
Exercising disciplined initiative that is aligned with the overall commander's intent is essential.
Leaders are expected to be able to make educated and good decisions on their own without the
guidance and permission of their higher up. Trust is placed on the shoulders of our section
commanders and fire team leaders to be able to complete their job without micromanagement
from the leaders above them.
When receiving orders from your commander they will generally ensure you have enough leeway
to decide how to go about the job. Within that wiggle room, and a little ways beyond, there is
generally no need to consult your commander.

Stay calm, solve problems

Screaming at your men for asking questions - even if you think they're stupid questions - is
harmful and not effective communication. If their question has an obvious answer, just answer it. If
time permits, explain why it is obvious or how they could have found out for themselves. Getting
angry does nothing but lower the level of respect your soldiers have for you. Talk in a level tone,
at a decent speed, to ensure you are understandable and not confrontational.
If your soldiers aren't doing what you've told them to do, assume they have a good reason for that
and investigate. Do not yell at them to move if they should be moving but haven't. Find out if your
soldiers are OK or whether they need help.

Common Tactics
Infantry Formations
You should be familiar with all the formations outlined in the Infantry Handbook. Remember to
keep your soldiers to one of these formations whenever appropriate.

Establishing formations
Formations are most functional when there is a clearly designated guiding element and multiple
offset following elements. In all the formation examples given in the Infantry Handbook, there is a
designated (in white, with a line through) guiding element. In many scenarios, this will be your
point man and somebody with a good sense of direction and initiative. Designate your guide
element and instruct everyone else on how they should form up.
For example: "Alpha, form a base line, facing northwest. Cannibal, front and centre. Blue team off
his right. Red team off his left. Cannibal, step us off."

Controlling formations
Fire team leaders and section commanders should keep an eye on the formation during
movements as individual operators should be focusing on their sectors. Ensure the formation, and
its spacing, is adequate and appropriate for the terrain and situation.

Road Crossing
When crossing an open road, it's of paramount importance that sectors up and down the road are
covered at all times. To that end, road crossing technique involves two pairs of riflemen covering
for the rest of the element in a step-by-step process best thought of like setting up the lifeguard
flags at a beach.
1. Task one buddy team to move up to the side of the road, covering left and right. They
should be spaced 5-10 metres apart so that the section can move between them.
2. Task another buddy team to move between the first, cross the road, and repeat the first
pair's positioning on the other side.
3. Run the rest of the element through the flags.
4. Recall the first buddy team, who will cross and run in between the second buddy team.
5. Recall the second buddy team.

Breaking Contact
Sometimes you will be ordered to break contact from an enemy and move to another area - either
as a simple matter of prioritizing what you're doing, or perhaps to retreat from overwhelming
contact. In this scenario, it's important to remember to make good use of bounding overwatch,
which is covered in the Infantry Handbook. Unless you're in complete rout and it's every man for
himself, maintain as much control as you can over the situation by having your teams cover each
other successively in retreat. Have covering teams pour on suppressive fire while retreating teams
deploy smoke and run.

Ambushes
When carrying out an ambush, there are three elements that must be kept in mind: the positioning
of friendlies, the location of the kill zone, and the proper initiation of fire.

Players must also consider the use of explosives devices like satchel charges and claymore mines.
These are usually not practical for a hasty ambush, but a vehicle ambush or deliberate ambush
can benefit greatly from their usage. Triggering explosives to start an ambush is very effective, as
it adds an extra layer of shock and confusion to the situation for the enemy.

When ambushes occur
Ambushes don't have to be long planned, sordid affairs involving road blockages and explosives
and ghillies in the long grass. An ambush can occur any time you have the element of surprise
over an enemy force. Under Universal ROE, soldiers are encouraged to use proximity, awareness,
and danger to make a decision as to whether or not to engage targets. Whenever soldiers choose
not to engage, and the enemy has no awareness of your force, you have the element of surprise
and can enact an ambush.

Friendly positioning
The best ambushes have the friendly forces located in good cover and concealment, firing from an
elevated position. This makes it the most difficult for the ambushed enemy to be able to
effectively retaliate.

Location of the kill zone
The kill zone is the area in which fire is focused at the initiation of the ambush. An ideal kill zone
has very little cover or concealment, and no significant terrain features that might cause "dead
zones" to exist. A kill zone should be well-covered by friendly lines of fire, and any potential exits
from it should be able to be fired at/into without friendly forces shifting positions. Grenadiers
should ensure that any "dead space" or obvious cover or concealment can be easily be taken
under fire with their grenades and position themselves accordingly.

Proper initiation of fires

The signal to start the ambush is usually given verbally by the element leader (i.e. section
commander). He will give a warning that the ambush is about to begin, so that everyone can sight
in on targets and prepare to fire. Once the order is given, all friendlies should begin firing a heavy
and accurate volume of fire into the kill zone. Continue firing until all enemies are confirmed dead
or the element leader gives a command to shift or cease fire.
One special consideration must be made clear for ambushes - if a friendly accidentally fires
before the element leader, the ambush is initiated whether it should have been or not
. All players must immediately open fire in such a situation to try to salvage as much of the
surprise and lethality as possible. One must also keep in mind that a player may hastily fire on an
enemy who has spotted the ambush group, in which case he may not have time to announce what
is happening and must rely on his teammates to immediately begin firing on their targets as well.
Because of both of these situations, every member of an ambush team must be ready to initiate
fires either at the element leader's verbal command or the sudden firing of any member of the
ambush party.

The linear ambush

Easy to set up in a hurry
All forces arrayed in a single line facing the enemy
The longer the ambush line, the harder it is for the enemy to seek cover

However, the line should not be thin enough that the enemy can punch through

The L-shaped ambush

Slightly more complex to organise
Markedly more effective than a linear ambush
Nearly impossible for enemy to seek cover from both fronts
The second front can be as simple as a single marksman or machinegunner
Either front can transition to manoeuvre and assault, finishing the enemy

Reacting to being ambushed
In many cases, you'll be ambushed in an open zone and the direction of the ambush will be clear
enough. In those cases, the procedure for reacting to an ambush is straightforward (if difficult to
execute if your team members are quickly becoming casualties).
1. Firstly and foremost, ensure your team members are individually moving to any available
cover and returning as much volume of fire as can be mustered in the process.
2. Throw smoke and fragmentation grenades where appropriate to disrupt and deter enemy
assault.
3. Analyze the kill zone you find yourself in. Decide on a direction of egress.

4. Task one element to continue providing a volume of fire and one element to bound
towards your egress.
5. Continue bounding overwatch to cover retreat by elements.
In cases where ambushes are omni-directional, inconsistent, and difficult to identify the source common in urban engagements, for example - you need to retreat very quickly, usually in the
direction you came or towards other friendly forces, utilizing fire and movement. Task buddy
teams with bounding from building to building as you fall back, the forward element always
stopping and turning to cover the rear element.

Vehicle Tactics
While vehicles are used much less than helicopters, it is still important that you as a team leader
are able to effectively command and control a vehicle. Being able to conduct contact maneuvers
and effectively command your individual vehicle is highly important to the success of a convoy
mission or vehicle assault. As we have learned in the past, poor usage of vehicles will lead to the
collapse of the entire convoy and eventually the entire mission.
The main basic things that should be check prior to stepping off are as follows:
1. Ensure the vehicle has its internal radio set to 41 flat and that it is on speaker. It is
important that the vehicle and its crew hear all calls for the convoy such as heading,
speed, spacing and contact calls. That way the driver, navigator and gunner can respond
accordingly without the need for this information to be relayed through you.
2. Ensure you know your speed, spacing and target location. Clear communication and full
understanding of the intent of the convoy is important to its success.
3. Ensure your driver and gunner are somewhat competent and do not suffer from poor
frames or internet issues. Desync, lag or otherwise will cause issues for the convoy and in
the worst case it will end in death.

Herringbone

When taking fire the convoy commander has two options. Break through the contact or conduct
what is called a herringbone maneuver. A herringbone is the most essential formation to know in a
convoy and should be understood and practiced by everyone within the detachment.

Column formation

The column formation is used for road marches, for movement during limited visibility, and when
passing through restrictive terrain. The platoon can deploy rapidly from the column formation into
other formations. The column simplifies control and provides good security. It affords all-round
observation and fields of fire.

Other formations
Wedges and base lines are utilised far less often with vehicles, but sometimes the situation calls
for it. They might be deployed when creeping a number of vehicles forward in support of infantry,
or when lining up a number of vehicles with mounted weaponry to be able to fire forward on an
enemy force.

Joint Terminal Attack
Controller (JTAC)
Outline
This document consists of a basic overview of the roles and responsibilities of the Joint Terminal
Attack Controller (JTAC) in the context of supporting a section-level infantry element. It will cover
what will be expected of people who step up for the position, some basic skills and procedures,
and how the JTAC fits in to the organizational structure.

Responsibilities and Expectations
When air assets are present, a JTAC is given the responsibility for coordination and direction of
those friendly air assets in an area of operations. The JTAC must remain attached to the
commander, keeping them updated with aircraft movements when pertinent, directing fire
missions at the commander's request, and facilitating troop transport via air by planning out LZs
(including ingress and egress), acting as last on / last off, and coordinating directly with the pilot.
The role is all about communication; JTACs must be intimately familiar with Formal Radio
Telecommunications (RATEL), and be confident juggling more radio channels than anyone else in
an infantry element. The JTAC must equip themselves with a long range radio backpack, and a
laser designator, but should otherwise take a standard rifleman's kit.
For JTACs with multiple monitors, the use of Athena - An Arma 2nd Screen Application is highly
recommended to keep an eye on the locations of friendly aircraft and infantry elements.

Radios and Communication
A JTAC may take their own callsign when communicating with aircraft, or they may use the "Minor"
designation of their section, e.g. "One Minor". A JTAC should have their radios configured as

follows:
Short Range
Primary: Team SR net, so they can talk with their CO and team mates;
Alternate: Section SR net, if applicable, so they can keep abroad of other teams'
manoeuvres.
Long Range
Primary: Aircraft LR net (typically 45 flat), so they can communicate with aircraft;
Alternate: Command LR net (typically 40 flat), so they can keep abroad of other
sections' manoeuvres.
While juggling so many channels, it's important for a JTAC to be able to smartly prioritize streams
of incoming information. Formal RATEL is incredibly important here; as long as you wave your
conversation partner and sign off appropriately, focusing on your current conversation, and
acknowledge waves directed at you, you should have no issue keeping up to speed. Don't be
afraid to ask someone you're conversing with to "Wait out for priority traffic" and get back to them
later.

Close Air Support
One of the JTAC's primary activities will be calling in close air support - visually confirming target
information and relaying it to CAS pilots in an effective manner. Full 9-Line calls with walking-on
can be superfluous and slow in the context of Arma 3, so JTACs are encouraged to use a simpler
form of request that communicates just what a pilot will need to carry out a strike.

1. Target Position
The general location of the target. You can use references to nearby landmarks, or a grid
coordinate, backed up by a map marker whenever possible.

2. Target Description
A description of what you want the aircraft to strafe.

3. Ingress / Egress and Offset

Which direction the pilot should come in from, and which direction they should head away after
the attack run is complete. Offset may be specified as "left" or "right", and indicates that the pilot
should only fire towards the offset side - usually because there are friendlies close opposite
(ideally clearly marked by smoke).

4. Ordnance Requested
Which weaponry the pilot should use to engage the target, as well as any specifics (such as
spacing when requesting multiple bombs, etc).

5. Nearest Friendly
The rough direction and distance, referenced from the target, of nearby friendly infantry.

Remarks
After providing this information for the pilot to copy, the JTAC may specify additional information,
such as:
Further specifics of the target, such as what to focus fire on;
What colour smoke friendlies will deploy to mark their location;
Whether there are known AA threats nearby to look out for;
Any other hazards or terrain the pilot should be aware of.

Example: CAS Request
One Minor: "Scimitar, this is One Minor, CAS mission, over."
Scimitar: "One Minor, Scimitar, ready CAS mission, over."
One Minor: "Target grid 123,456, marked on map with yellow CAS box over the MSR. Target is
infantry manning a sandbag bunker line. Ingress west, offset left, egress east and come around to
re-engage as necessary. Request 30mm cannon. Nearest friendly 200 metres south. Remarks to
follow, over."

Scimitar: "Copy, grid 123,456, yellow CAS box over MSR, sandbag bunker line. West-to-east,offset
left with 30mm cannon fire. Friendlies 200 metres south. Ready remarks, over."
One Minor: "Good read back. Most of the targets are clustered by the largest bunker. Friendlies
are marked with green smoke. Advise when you're starting your run, out."

Example: Quick CAS
One Minor: "Scimitar, this is One Minor, urgent CAS request, over."
Scimitar: "One Minor, send CAS request for Scimitar, over."
One Minor: "Need one times GBU dropped at 123,456, heading south to north. Friendlies
southwest of target, under yellow smoke. Target is lased, over."
Scimitar: "Sighted, circling around for GBU drop. Hold that lase, wait out."

Fire Support (Artillery)
Though not strictly an air asset, when artillery support is available, it often falls to the JTAC to
direct fire missions as they can be very similar to CAS missions. There are some important
differences, though - artillery operators can't see and don't care which smoke you mark friendlies
with, don't need a heading to strafe, and don't care what the target looks like.
Fire support may be provided by a player-run fire support element, but is more often provided
through the Command callsign over Command's LR net.

1. Target Position
Mark the target's position on the map with a clear, simple name. Reference the marker by grid
coordinates and the given name.

2. Round Count & Type

Artillery generally has several different rounds available, most commonly smoke (WP) and
fragmentation. Specify which you require, and how many.

3. Dispersion
How far apart you want the rounds to be spread when they hit. This can indicate a general area,
for example, "30 metre spacing around the marker". Alternately, you might specify a line by giving
a spacing and a heading, such as "30 metre spacing in a line, north to south".

Example: Fire Mission Request
One Minor: "Fire Support, this is One Minor. Fire mission, over."
Fire Support: "One Minor, this is Fire Support, send fire mission, over."
One Minor: "At grid 123,456, marked 'SCREEN'. Requesting five times smoke rounds. Spaced
every 25 metres in a line from west to east, centred on the marker, how copy, over."
Fire Support: "Copy, grid 123,456 marked 'SCREEN', five smoke rounds, every 25 metres in a
line west to east. Ready to fire, over."
One Minor: "Good copy Fire Support, send it, over."
Fire Support: "Rounds out, ETA thirty seconds to splash, wait out."

Troop Transportation
When the section needs to be relocated by air transport, the JTAC is the one-stop go-to for making
it happen. Regardless of where the section is, and where the section is going, the JTAC plans and
coordinates the trip.

Organise a Transport Pilot
First step a JTAC should take is to assess whether a transport aircraft is available for tasking or
whether one should be reassigned. It's important to check this early, as reassigning a pilot from a
different role back to troop transport can be a long process depending on where the air base is

located in relation to ongoing infantry operations. If necessary, advise a pilot to prepare a
transport craft appropriate for the size of the infantry force being transported. If the pilot's already
available, and there are safe skies nearby for them to hold a pattern, advise them to wait there
while you finalise the planning and secure the LZ.

Plan the Trip
Assign a Pickup LZ
The JTAC should work with their commander to determine where the transport aircraft can set
down to pick up the infantry. This should be flat ground that the infantry force can adequately
secure and provide ongoing security as the craft is landing. Ensure that the commander has a
boarding plan so that section elements are boarding in an orderly fashion and external security
isn't broken down until the last moment.

Assign Destination LZs
Assess the terrain around the next objective and work with the commander to determine 1-3
possible LZs for the pilot to set down the infantry. The JTAC should take into account as much
information from their map as they can - elevations, immediate surroundings (especially buildings
and tree cover), distance from objective, and nearby terrain features that may impede or protect
the aircraft as it touches down. Rappelling should only be considered for a very short distance, and
only if the rappelling infantry can be coordinated carefully - it's not a silver bullet when there's
nowhere good for the pilot to land.

Determine Route
Assess terrain adjacent to LZs, as well as nearby threats, and pick a route and flight altitude that
suits. A given insert might require the pilot fly below nearby hilltops, for example, or follow a
valley in towards the drop-off point. Ideally this route should be versatile enough for the pilot to
make the decision which LZ they're comfortable taking.

Execution
1. Order the pilot to make their way to the pickup LZ and make sure the commander has set
security around the area with a clear point for the pilot to set down.
2. As the pilot is approaching, signal with coloured smoke and advise the pilot what to look

for. In LZs with tight landings, ensure you're positioned adequately to direct the pilot into
place.
3. Wait for the entire infantry force to board, then board last, advising the pilot that they're
clear to take off.
4. Let the pilot do their job. The pilot will attempt to prioritize the best LZ but may veto any
and all LZs suggested at their sole discretion.
5. Stay on the aircraft until the entire infantry force is debarked, then debark last, advising
the pilot that they're clear to take off.

Re-approaching Objectives
When a transport pilot decides that none of the LZs marked by the JTAC are appropriate, they may
wave off entirely and return to safe skies to hold for further orders. When this happens, the JTAC
should determine the problem (was the LZ too hot? Were there no available landing points?),
solicit observations and information from the pilot, and coordinate with the commander to produce
alternate LZs.

Reconnaissance/Sniping
(Scout)
Outline
The purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive list of all test and training material
that is required to operate within a reconnaissance team. The Qualification requires completion of
1 tests and 1 familiarisation course. The test consists of individual marked components for
assessment. Completion of JTAC training and Subject 1 is highly recommended to assist with
related duties within reconnaissance.
This document will contain all the following information in no particular order:
Usage of the Kestrel
Usage of the ATragMX
Usage of the Range card
Usage of the GPS/CTAB
Usage of the Vector 21 linked with GPS
Advanced Map Usage
Weapon Familiarisation
Weapon/optic adjustments & Advanced Marksmanship
Sniper/Spotter Operations, Which includes:
- Camouflage
- Pre-planning & choosing a location
- Moving to a location & Stealth

- Arriving at a Location
- Points of Interest
- Relocating
- Target Reference Points
- Target Priorities
Reconnaissance which includes:
- Recon via direct line of sight
- Recon via UAV
- Recon via Remote Designator
- Recon via Sattellite Imagery
- Target and asset identification

Kestrel Usage

Reference: https://ace3mod.com/wiki/feature/kestrel4500.html

The Kestrel is used to get wind readings as well as a number of other environmental readings
required for effective shooting in a number of different environments.

AtragMX Usage
Reference: https://ace3mod.com/wiki/feature/atragmx.html

Movement SPeeds

Primary weapons
• Standing
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.467
Lowered/Walk: 3.139
Lowered/Combat pace: 3.760
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.380
Raised/Walk: 3.037
Raised/Combat pace: 3.391
Sprint: 5.052
• Crouched
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.158
Lowered/Walk: 2.500
Lowered/Combat pace: 3.202
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.079
Raised/Walk: 2.273
Raised/Combat pace: 2.933
Sprint: 4.674
• Prone

Prone/Slow-walk: 0.623
Prone/Walk: 0.623
Prone/Combat pace: 0.761
Prone/Sprint: 1.332

Secondary weapons
• Standing
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.353
Lowered/Walk: 2.030
Lowered/Combat pace: 3.927
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.390
Raised/Walk: 2.904
Raised/Combat pace: 3.927
Sprint: 5.141
• Crouched
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.386
Lowered/Walk: 2.310
Lowered/Combat pace: 4.336
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.262
Raised/Walk: 2.652
Raised/Combat pace: 3.548
Sprint: 4.545
• Prone
Prone/Slow-walk: 0.885
Prone/Walk: 0.885
Prone/Combat pace: 0.885
Prone/Sprint: 1.584

Launchers

You cannot go prone with a launcher. You cannot "lower" a launcher.
• Standing
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.317
Raised/Walk: 2.020
Raised/Combat pace: 3.420
Sprint: 4.047
• Crouched
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.152
Raised/Walk: 1.647
Raised/Combat pace: 2.788
Sprint: 3.801

Binoculars
You cannot "lower" binoculars.
• Standing
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.611
Raised/Walk: 1.611
Raised/Combat pace: 3.965
Sprint: 6.267
• Crouched
Raised/Slow-walk: 1.275
Raised/Walk: 1.275
Raised/Combat pace: 3.241
Sprint: 4.896
• Prone
Prone/Slow-walk: 0.463

Prone/Walk: 0.463
Prone/Combat pace: 0.755
Prone/Sprint: 1.584

Unarmed
As you are unarmed, you have nothing to raise/lower
• Standing
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.974
Lowered/Walk: 1.974
Lowered/Combat pace: 3.965
Sprint: 6.397
• Crouched
Lowered/Slow-walk: 1.275
Lowered/Walk: 1.275
Lowered/Combat pace: 3.241
Sprint: 6.398
• Prone
Prone/Slow-walk: 0.755
Prone/Walk: 0.755
Prone/Combat pace: 0.755
Prone/Sprint: 1.579

Rotary and Fixed Wing
Qualifcation (Pilot)
Outline
The purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive list of all test material that is required
to be completed by the Pilot Candidate in order to become a qualified Pilot. Due to the increased
responsibility and potential for catastrophic failure, this role is held to a much higher standard
compared to other roles. Completion of all material is required to pass; you will not receive your
qualification or ability to fly in main ops if you only complete one/multiple components (e.g. fixed
wing only).
The Qualification requires completion of 2 tests and 2 familiarisation courses. These consist of
individual marked components for assessment. For the sake of simplicity, both the tests and
familiarisation courses will be referred to as tests throughout this document, unless explicitly
specified.
Completion of JTAC training is highly recommended to complement the role and topics covered.
The last Test, Advanced Pilot Course, is not required for the qualification.

Responsibilities and Expectations
Prior to applying to complete the course, it is expected that you have done training in your own
time and reached proficiency in all points below. This qualification is achieved as a test, not a
series of lessons. Having said that, feel free to contact current pilots if you would like assistance in
the lead up to a potential test or for flight instruction. It might be possible to shadow a pilot for an
op, depending on multiple factors such as attendance, mission, perceived benefit etc.
The tests can be conducted in one sitting or across multiple sessions due to the length and
amount of topics to be covered. Your progress will be tracked by the instructor. All components

will be given a pass/fail mark. Each test has a 1-2 week (TBD) cool-off period if you fail. It is up to
the Instructors discretion if you are allowed to re-test the failed component/s, or are required to resit the entirety of the test.
The use of auto-hover/auto pilot is not to be used during testing.
Fixed Wing Test must be passed before continuing on to F/A-18 Familiarisation Course. F/A-18
Familiarisation Course is a slightly more informal than the previous Fixed Wing Test, allowing for
minor verbal instruction and teaching, but the same expectations are applied.
Rotary Test must be passed before continuing on to Apache Familiarisation. Apache Familiarisation
Course is a slightly more informal than the previous Rotary Test, allowing for minor verbal
instruction and teaching, but the same expectations are applied.
As a qualified pilot, you'll be expected to maintain your competency on all aircraft. If new aircraft
are added, you will most likely be required to gain competency with that craft.

Prior Reading Material
https://wiki.cjtfa3.com/books/equipment/chapter/aviation

Fixed Wing Test
1. Rearming, Repairing, Refuelling
2. Knowledge of what the majority of munitions are, how to use them
3. Outfit a Jet given a basic briefing
4. Take off
5. General Flight (Continuous Assessment)
6. Landing
7. Working with a JTAC
8. CAS Craft - Gun runs, unguided bombs.
9. Quick CAS
10. Accurate CAS
11. AA Craft - Air to air engagements, missiles, guns
12. Countermeasures and dealing with AAA

13. How to dogfight, air to air engagements, missiles, guns
14. Respecting a No-fly-Zone
15. How to use Radar symbols, terminology logical assessment, keybindings
16. Maintaining Radar coverage whilst on standby for CAS (verbal answer)
17. How to maintain constant Radar in a group (verbal answer)
18. Correct RATEL (Continuous Assessment)
19. Airborne Insertion (Paradrop)

F/A-18 Familiarisation Course
1. Take off from carrier
2. Landing on carrier no auto pilot (Best to visually check first with a low pass, then land)
3. Maneuvering on carrier (folding wings, where to launch)
4. Weapon systems (e.g. what does what WRT locking, soft vs hard target, using the right
weapon)
5. Utilising the camera and flying (lasing your own/s someone else's target, using it for
spotting, how to relay enemy position to ground effectively, locking it to a position/auto
track a point target)

Rotary Test
1. Select a craft given a briefing*
2. Outfit a Littlebird given a briefing*
3. Outfit a ESSS given a briefing*
4. Repair an aircraft
5. Refuel an aircraft
6. HUD knowledge (verbal)
7. Basic Takeoff
8. Basic Flight
9. Basic Landings
10. Give an ETA to landing
11. Tight Landing (Compound)
12. Tight Landing (Roof)
13. Quick Landing (e.g. J-Hook)

14. Offset Hover (next to building without landing)
15. Pinnacle Landing (Chinook)
16. Hot takeoff and landing
17. Can Auto-rotate from power loss (<100m, approx 100km/h)
18. Can land after AT loss (<100m, approx 100km/h)
19. Can land after both power and AT loss (<100m, approx 100km/h)
20. Nap of the earth flight
21. Can read map
22. Correct RATEL
23. Working with a JTAC*
24. Accurate CAS*
25. Quick CAS*
26. Can load cargo
27. Can unload cargo

Apache Familiarisation Course
1. Intimate knowledge of ALL weaponry
2. Loadouts and rearming/refueling
3. Roles of Pilot and Gunner
4. How to work with the Pilot/Gunner
5. Correct positioning (altitude, distance to target)
6. Countermeasures
7. how to dogfight
8. effective use of radar, HUD, camera, TADS display

Advanced Pilot Course
(Required for Promotion to Commissioned Officer ranks, not required for pilot
qualification)
1. Air Control (e.g. being aware of everyone's loadouts, maintaining at least 1 asset in the
air) ‘Squadron Leader’
2. Intimate knowledge of all air platforms, their strengths, weaknesses and how to fly them

3. Intimate knowledge of how to use all weaponry, with different variants being the only
query point (e.g. AGM64A - L)
4. Can train/test new pilots
5. Use of Growler
6. STOL runways

WST Training
Overview
Welcome to weapons specialist training. Today will be relatively basic, we will be going over the
usage of numerous weapons and their related munitions, tactics related to those weapons and
how to properly employ them.
First we will start with going over the role of a weapons specialist.
A weapons specialist is designed to be able to fill the role of marksman, machine gunner, anti tank
rifleman and grenadier. You will be taught how to use marksman rifles, how to use and employ
medium machine guns and how to use anti-tank weapons.

Machine Gunner:
Fire orders Fire Orders:
There are several types of fire a Soldier can employ, as an individual or as part of his element.
These types include:

Point fire
Point fire is the act of directly engaging an enemy that the Soldier has clear sight lines on.
Point fire involves the Soldier readily aiming and steadily shooting.

Area fire
Area fire is the act of engaging an enemy that is obscured from the Soldier's observations by
targeting the suspected, likely, or known area of said enemy.
Area fire involves a larger volume of fire directed at the enemy.

Suppressive fire
Suppressive fire is the act of engaging a known or unknown enemy position to prevent said enemy
returning fire.

Rapid fire - 5 to 10 round bursts every 2 seconds.
Cyclic fire - Pedal to the floor, hold it down until you run out of ammo.
Sustained fire - 3 to 5 round bursts every 3 seconds.

Usage of tripods for long range fire.
Medium General Purpose Machinegun - 7.62x51, used for heavier hitting medium range fire
support. Heavier than Light Machineguns, harder hitting, slightly more accurate.
Medium Support Machinegun - .338 Norma Magnum, used for long range fire support. Heavier
weight, less ammo, generally more accurate.

Teach other trainees to spot machinegun fire, give gunner adjustments and bring them onto target.

Tests: Engage targets at 500m to 1000m with M240 and optical sight. Judge based on consistency
and speed of acquisition. Employ spotter.

Engage targets at 1000m to 1500m with LWMMG and optical sight. Judge based on consistency
and speed of acquisition. Employ spotter.

Marksman:
The role of the marksman is not to be a sniper but rather to be a rifleman who can engage targets
at further ranges. Where a sniper would fire 1 or 2 shots from a concealed location anywhere from
1000m to 3000m, whereas a marksman will employ pinpoint accurate rapid fire at anywhere from
300m to extended distances out to 1500m maximum at the extreme.

Depending on the situation a marksman will carry anything from a 5.56 Mk12 to a 6.5 Creedmoor
SR-25. Each have their role on the battlefield and have different strengths and weaknesses.

Typically someone interested in playing as a marksman will discount 5.56 as useless at long range,
however they forget the intended role of a marksman - to employ accurate fire at ranges as low as
300m. Say your mission is in an urban area with dense buildings and a high civilian population where 6.5 Creedmoor will penetrate walls or armor 5.56 will not, so you have less chance of
accidentally killing civilians. Also, 6.5 creedmoor typically will not have select fire, where 5.56 will,
if you pair a nice 20” 5.56 rifle with a long range optic & reddot you've got yourself a weapon
capable of all distances required of you within a town. Additionally, 6.5 creedmoor has no real
benefits over 5.56 at short ranges, its heavier, the magazines are smaller and the long range
capabilities of the round dont come into play under 600m.

Another important task for a marksman is to accurately engage priority targets that pose a direct
threat to the section. Being able to identify and engage targets such as machinegunners, RPG
gunners, static weapon gunners and grenadiers. The priority at which they should be engaged
depends on the distance, at closer ranges RPG gunners and grenadiers should be engaged first, at
intermittent ranges machinegunners and static weapons should be engaged and at further
distances units such as team leaders and enemy marksmen.

Marksmen also pair well with machinegunners or autorifleman and can operate as a spotter.

Range card usage, range finder usage, spotters, effects of barrel length.

Tests: 25 out of 30 targets from 400m to 1000m. Spotter allowed.

Anti-tank:

As a Medium/Heavy Anti-tank rifleman you will typically use one of two launchers. The M3 MAAWS
or the FGM-148 Javelin. The M3 MAAWS is the skeleton key of recoilless rifles, it will open many
doors for you. It can destroy buildings, it can destroy infantry and it can destroy tanks - but it is
limited by the lack of lock on munitions. However, it can engage close targets quickly and
effectively.
Whereas the Javelin is a one trick pony, while it can lock onto infantry, it is extremely heavy and is
primarily designed for destroying tanks at longer distances. Due to the long lock on time it is
virtually useless at bad breath distance and is only really employable from fixed defended
positions where the MAAWS can be used on the go at all sorts of varied distances.

Javelin Usage - top down/direct fire (Test: hit a target)

MAAWS Usage munition types https://wiki.tau44.net/books/equipment/page/84mm-maaws-munitions
Ranging

Test: Hit 8 out of 10 targets from 300m to 1000m with HEAT
Hit 4 of 4 targets with airburst from 500 to 800m with HEAB
Hit 2 of 2 targets with Guided munitions at 1500m.

Grenadier:

The grenadier is a highly useful anti-personnel tool for an infantry section. Providing accurate,
close range high explosive fire on groups of enemy or point targets if they are good enough. They
can even employ indirect fire for targets behind cover or behind defilade.
Grenadiers typically utilise an underbarrel grenade launcher such as the M320 or the M203
allowing the use of a rifle and grenade launcher at the same time. However some standalone
grenade launchers do exist, which allow for rapid employment of multiple grenades on target.
Being a grenadier is quite simple, so long as you know how to use the damn thing. A GL can be
dangerous in the wrong hands, hitting trees or objects accidentally can have fatal consequences
(Stood lmao).
Grenade types and uses.
Group targets, point targets, defilade targets.
Tests: Hit 6 of 6 group targets. Hit 4 of 6 point targets. Hit 4 of 4 defilade targets.

